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The transient behaviors of dipole couplings with surface plasmons �SPs� on a metal/dielectric
grating interface, including surface plasmon polariton �SPP� and localized surface plasmon �LSP�,
are numerically demonstrated. Such a dipole-SP coupling process can lead to either enhanced dipole
emission or effective pumping of a cavity-confining SP mode. Based on the time-resolved responses
of a source pulse, it is found that the dipole-SP coupling features can be excited in several
femtoseconds with the decay times ranging from 5 to 20 fs. From the significantly different decay
times between the LSP and grating-assisted SPP features, one can classify those SP-coupling
features into different application categories of efficient emission and SP energy storage. © 2008
American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2998617�

The coupling of a radiation dipole with a surface plas-
mon �SP� generated on a nearby metal surface can lead to
effective energy transfer from the dipole into the SP. This
may have the application of emission enhancement or effec-
tive SP energy pumping.1–9 The emission enhancement
mechanism of SP coupling is useful for improving the effi-
ciency of a light-emitting device. On the other hand, effec-
tive SP energy pumping is a crucial factor for implementing
a system of SP amplification by stimulated emission of ra-
diation �SPASER� besides the requirement of an effective
SP-confining cavity.10,11 The SP coupling with a radiation
dipole is an effective approach for pumping SP energy. In
either application, a metal grating of an appropriate period
with properly designed groove geometry has been considered
for use in supporting SPs.6,7,12–15 The grating period is de-
signed to match the momentum between surface plasmon
polariton �SPP� and photon for effective coupling and/or
emission. The design of the metal groove geometry aims at
the generation of localized surface plasmons �LSPs� for ef-
fective coupling and/or emission. Also, a metal grating of
appropriate geometry can be a good choice for forming an
effective SP-confining cavity in the effort of implementing a
SPASER system.16 Although the SPP coupling in a metal
grating structure has been widely discussed, the effect of
LSP coupling in a similar structure was rarely studied. Also,
although SP couplings with a quantum well or a dipole have
been widely studied, they are limited to the frequency re-
sponse. Transient behaviors of such a coupling process have
not been reported yet. Such a study can help in elucidating
the effectiveness of SP energy storage in an SP-dipole cou-
pling system. It is useful for designing a metal nanostructure
for either emission enhancement or SPASER implementa-
tion.

In this letter, we report the numerical simulation results
on the transient behaviors of such a SP-dipole coupling pro-
cess. The time-response functions at a few near-field loca-
tions of a pulsed radiation dipole located near a metal grating
interface are evaluated. To simulate the transient field re-
sponses, we first calculate the electromagnetic field distribu-

tion in the frequency domain based on the boundary integral-
equation method �BIEM�17 and then take the inverse Fourier
transform to obtain the time-resolved response.

The metal grating structure under study is shown in the
insert of Fig. 1. Here, a periodical corrugation structure with
a period a=100 nm and the single-groove shape governed
by y=−h exp�−�x /d�m� with h=10 nm, m=6.73, and d
=23.75 nm are used. The grating interface separates a half
space of Ag and a half space of dielectric. For numerical
computation, the permittivity of Ag is assumed to follow the
Drude model18 with the angular plasma frequency set at �p
=1.19�1016 �rad s−1� and damping constant set at �=1.33
�1014 �rad s−1�, leading to the SPP resonance energy at
�430 nm on a flat Ag/dielectric interface with the refractive
index of the dielectric fixed at 2.5. A radiation dipole ori-
ented along the x axis and labeled as Jx is placed at a position
of 10 nm below a grating valley at x=0. The dipole and the
grating structure are assumed to be infinitely extended along
the +z and −z directions for defining a two-dimensional
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Dipole radiation power spectrum �continuous curve�,
the emission spectrum of the SP-dipole coupling system �dashed curve�, and
the three source spectra �dotted Gaussian-like curves labeled as 1–3�. The
insert shows the two-dimensional Ag/dielectric grating structure in the x-y
plane. The dipole Jx is located 10 nm right below the center of a grating
groove.
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problem. The two-dimensional problem geometry is reason-
able for our study as we are mainly concerned with the
grating-assisted SPP along the x axis and the z-invariable
LSP features.

The continuous and dashed curves in Fig. 1 show the
radiation power spectra of the dipole and the coupling-
system emission, respectively. The dipole radiation power is
obtained by integrating the outgoing Poynting vectors from a
square boundary of 2.5 nm in dimension with the dipole at
the center. It represents the dipole output under the SP-
coupling condition. The system emission power is obtained
by integrating the Poynting vectors in the −y direction along
a horizontal line 1 �m �far field� below the dipole. The sys-
tem emission power is lower than the dipole radiation power
due to the energy loss of metal dissipation and the SPP
propagation along the �x directions. The three major dipole
radiation features in Fig. 1 are labeled as 1–3. Three source
spectra of the same frequency distribution are defined for the
three SP features, as depicted by the three dotted Gaussian-
like curves in Fig. 1. The single-frequency field-magnitude
�absolute value of Hz� distributions of features 1–3 are
shown in Figs. 2�a�–2�c�, respectively. Except feature 3, the
coupling field distributions are localized indicating their LSP
natures. The evaluated outward power flows along the Ag/
dielectric interface of features 1 and 2 are negligibly small,
confirming that they are LSP features. Feature 3 shows a
broad field distribution in the x-y plane, indicating its
grating-assisted SPP characteristics. It is noted that the weak

emission of this SP feature �see Fig. 1� does not guarantee its
effective SP energy storage. Other loss mechanisms, includ-
ing SPP outward propagation along the interface and metal
dissipation, may rapidly decrease SP energy. The locations
labeled as A1–3, B1–3, C3, and D3 in Figs. 2�a�–2�c� are as-
signed as the observation points of the time-resolved study.
Points A1–3 are located at the Ag/dielectric interface right
above the dipole. Points A3-D3 are separated successively by
one grating period.

Figure 3 shows the time-resolved intensity profiles of
feature 1 �LSP� at the two observation points. Here, the
source profile is also shown and labeled as S for reference.
The intensity profiles at those observation points are normal-
ized to the peak level at point A1, which is normalized to the
source peak level. The intensity profiles in a linear scale and
normalized by the individual peak levels are shown in the
insert. The response delay times from the source peak and
the profile decay times are shown in Table I. The delay times
at A1 �5.39 fs� and B1 �5.74 fs� represent the characteristic
time constant for building the coupling system of feature 1.
The fitted decay times of those profiles show the similar
decay slopes, indicating that after the coupling system is
built, the system releases energy with an effective decay time
of �7–8 fs.

Figure 4 shows the time-resolved intensity profiles of
feature 2 �LSP� at the two observation points. Although the
peak at A2 can appear in a short time �2.92 fs�, it takes �7 fs
for building the complete field distribution of the coupling
system. The relatively shorter decay times in comparison to

FIG. 2. �Color online� Single-frequency field magnitude distributions of
features 1–3 in parts ��a�–�c��, respectively. The labeled positions are con-
sidered for transient study.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Time-resolved field intensity profiles at various ob-
servation points for feature 1. The inset at the bottom shows the linear-scale
profiles for demonstrating the temporal peak positions.

TABLE I. Time-resolved signal parameters of the three SP-dipole coupling systems.

Observation point A1,2,3 B1,2,3 C3 D3

Feature 1 Delay time �fs� 5.39 5.74 ¯ ¯

�430 nm� Decay time �fs� 6.92 7.55 ¯ ¯

Feature 2 Delay time �fs� 2.92 7.15 ¯ ¯

�520 nm� Decay time �fs� 5.56 5.09 ¯ ¯

Feature 3 Delay time �fs� 1.12 9.33 14.32 19.26
�590 nm� First decay time �fs� 4.11 13.11 13.09 14.32

Second decay time �fs� 18.95 20.69 20.32 19.62
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feature 1 of �5 fs at both observation points of this LSP
feature are attributed to the more effective emission of this
coupling system because the dissipation rates of the two LSP
features, which are defined by the fixed metal damping factor
�, are supposed to be similar.

Figure 5 shows the time-resolved intensity profiles of
feature 3 �grating-assisted SPP� at the four observation
points. Here, effective coupling leads to a short buildup time
at A3 �1.12 fs�. At B3-D3, energy is received mainly through
SP outward propagation from A3. Therefore, the peaks at C3
and D3 appear at about 5 and 10 fs later than that at B3. We
have used the plane-wave-assisted BIEM17 to plot the disper-
sion curve of the concerned SPP. From the dispersion curve
of feature 3, we can evaluate the group velocity of this SPP
at 590 nm to give 1.99�107 m /s. The propagation of this
SPP over a grating period �100 nm� with this group velocity
accounts for the observed �5 fs successive delays between
B3, C3, and D3. The longer delay at B3 is due to the required
period for building the local coupling. In Fig. 5, two decay

components can be seen in all the response profiles. The
first-stage decay is attributed to the outward SPP propagation
from A3. This stage ends when the intensity at B3 is about the
same as that at A3. At this moment, the counterpropagation
through grating diffraction results in negligible energy trans-
port from a grating element into the neighboring ones. In the
inset at the lower-right corner of Fig. 5, we compare the
along-interface outward propagating power �along x� at x
= �500 nm and the emission power �along −y� at 590 nm to
show the much weaker along-interface propagation. There-
fore, the SP energy in this grating-assisted SPP feature is
well confined. The long decay time of �20 fs in the second
decay stage implies that such a SP feature has the potential of
implementing a SPASER system. On the other hand, the two
LSP-coupling features are useful for enhancing the efficiency
of a light-emitting device.

In summary, we have demonstrated the transient behav-
iors of the dipole couplings with three SP features. The sig-
nificantly longer decay time �in the second decay stage� of
the grating-assisted SPP feature implied its potential applica-
tion to SPASER implementation, while the efficient emis-
sions and hence the shorter decay times of the LSP-coupling
features implied their effective applications to emission en-
hancement.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Similar to Fig. 3 except for feature 2.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Similar to Fig. 3 except for feature 3. In the inset at
the lower-right corner, we compare the along-interface outward propagating
power �along x� at x= �500 nm and the bottom emission power �along −y�
at 590 nm in wavelength.
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